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GEDI Mission Overview on ISS
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GEDI Mission Overview on ISS
GEDI launched on SpaceX-16 on December 5th, 
2018, from Cape Canaveral.
After a three month on-orbit checkout, GEDI 
started collecting scientific data in operational 
mode on March 25th, 2019.
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Each of GEDI’s 8 laser tracks will generate 3D profiles of vegetation 
vertical structure, even in the world’s densest canopies.
Full-waveform lidar is the only remote sensing technique that has 
demonstrated the ability to provide 3D canopy profile information at 
the required resolution and accuracy across the full range of canopy 
cover, density, and environmental conditions.
LVIS data sample:
Circa 2007
J. F. Weishampel, et. al., Volumetric lidar return patterns from an old-growth tropical rainforest canopy, Inter Journ of Remote Sensing, 21:2, 409-415
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GEDI on ISS JEM-EF
Hofton, et. al., Photogrammetric Engineering & Remote Sensing, No. 3, 278-285, (2006)
LVIS data sample of the Patuxent Watershed and Greenbelt
Waveform Altimetry for Global Biomass Volume
Waveform Complexity Yields Multiple Data Sets
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BAM – Beam Alignment Mechanism
TOA – Transmit Optical Assembly
BDU – Beam Dithering Unit
RTA – Return Target Assembly
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Laser Design Overview
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Internal Optics:
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Laser Interface Overview
Start Pulse (1x3 x 
200 um fiber bundle)
SP Pickoff 
Reflector
Hermetic 
Connectors
Pressure 
Sensor Board
LEU (Diode driver, 
TEC controller)
Telemetry:
1. Pressure sensors (x2)
2. QS Temperature (AD590s), 
QSD PCB Temperature, QS 
HV Monitor
3. Laser temperature  sensors 
(10k Thermistors x5)
DC Control 
Voltage to 
TEC
Output to BDU
1064 nm, 242 Hz, 
~10.4mJ, <16 ns
Ti Flexure
• QS Driver: 12 V DC 
Power, 242 Hz Trigger 
(3-4 kV to QS)
• Diode Current Pump 
Pulse: 35 us- 65 us, 
0A-60A
Ti Flexure
TEC Temp
Coolant Flow
Enclosure
TEC TEC
Fluid-Cooled Cold Plate
Fluid Inlet Temperature = 16-24°C
ThermalMechanical
Instrument Mounting
Electrical
IEU
Controls 
Temp 
Range
Optical
LDA: 35°C +/- 2
808 nm 
13 W
EICD: GEDI-ELEC-ICD-0009,
GEDI-ELEC-ICD-0017 
TICD: GEDI-THRM-ICD-0007 
MICD: 2275600
OICD: GEDI-OPT-ICD-0006
LEU – Laser Electronics Unit
IEU – Interface Electronics Unit
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Laser Diode Array (LDA)
• LDAs
- Quasi-CW Operation
- 4-Bar Stacks of 100 W emitting 808 
nm.
- Standard Industry “G Packages.”
- Connectively Cooled with 7 Stacks 
Aligned in Series Optically & 
Electrically. 
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Laser Assembly Overview
8/14/2019GEDI11
FF Divergence ~ 0.6 mR
(out of box)
Real-Time Near Field 
Beam Quality monitoring QS Pulse Width ~ 12-13 ns
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Laser Assembly Overview
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• Oscillator-Only Design Utilizing Side-Pumped Zig-Zag Nd:YAG Slab 
• Electro-Optically Q-Switched with KD*P Pockels Cell
• Gaussian Reflective Mirror (GRM) Output Coupler for Aperture-Free TEM00 
Operation
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Flight Laser #1
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Flight Chiller Plate and TEC Interface
1x3 Start Pulse Fiber
Flexure Interface
Purge/Fill Valve
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Flight Laser Development Flow
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Flight Laser Assembly Flow
Assemble bucket:
• Q-Switch Driver
• Harness
• Flexures
• Feedthroughs 
(electrical, purge/fill, 
and fiberoptic)
Workmanship Test
• Apply MAC* to inside lid
• Test pressure seal
• Vibration mule testing
Add Pump Module:
• Safe-to-mate GSE
• Test Fire Diodes
• Molecular Adsorber Coating, developed and used for JWST
Nithin S. Abraham, et. al. SPIE Opt Eng & App, Vol 9952, (2016)
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Flight Laser Assembly Flow
Gain Module
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Flight Laser Assembly Flow
Install Mini-
BX/Start Pulse
• Characterize 
performance
• Staking
Laser Optical Bench
• Populate bench
• Finish harness connections
• Characterize cavity
Special Testing
• Install lid
• Pressure range test
• Temperature cycle 
Functional 
Test
Mini-Bx prescription 
set/assembled by Optics Team
Functional 
Test
Functional 
Test
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Laser Assembly Flow
Add Alignment Snout
Final installation and Staking
Install TECs and Cold Plate (delivery from Thermal)
Full CPT
Complete staking
Environmental
...flip...
Comprehensive 
Performance 
Test
Functional Test
Add TEC and Cold Plate
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LASER GSE Rack Description (Front View)
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Optical Setup Phase 2 – Laser CPT/Lifetest
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Optical Setup Phase 2 – Laser CPT/Lifetest
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Laser: Vibration Testing
8/14/2019 GEDI
Dec 19th, 2017 at APL
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External Theodolite Measurement for Pre- and Post-Vibration Testing
Periscope
Reference Mirror
Laser #3 Shown
Laser:  Vibration Testing
“Periscope” was required to 
bring the enclosure and plate 
alignment cubes into the 
Theodolite’s field of view.
Reference mirror location was 
tracked before every 
measurement, prior to 
laser/plate placement into 
system.
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Laser:  Pre- and Post-Vibration OGSE Results
8/14/2019 GEDI
Relative Motion between Each Spot on CCD.
I.    Change (angle) between Laser & Test Plate Cube: (Delta LS – Delta TP)
Delta X (Azimuth)   = (5359 um – 5374 um) / 5 m – (1485 um – 1311 um) / 10 m =    (-3.00 – 17.41) =   -20.4 uRad
Delta Y (Elevation) = (2627 um – 2961 um) / 5 m – (4256 um – 4246 um) / 10 m =    (-66.87 + 1.00) =   -65.9 uRad
II.   Change between Laser & Laser Box Cube: (Delta LS – Delta LB)
Delta X (Azimuth)   = (5359 um – 5374 um) / 5 m – (1613 um – 1630 um) / 10 m =    (-3.0 + 1.70) =  -1.3 uRad
Delta Y (Elevation) = (2627 um – 2961 um) / 5 m – (1456 um – 1819 um) / 10 m =    (-66.87 + 36.34) =  -30.5 uRad
III.  Change between Test Plate Cube & Laser Box Cube: (Delta TP – Delta LB)
Delta X (Azimuth)  = (1485 um – 1311 um) / 10 m - (1613 um – 1630 um) / 10 m =      (17.41 + 1.70) = 19.1 uRad
Delta Y (elevation) = (4256 um – 4246 um) / 10 m - (1456 um – 1819 um) / 10 m =  (-1.0 + 36.34) = 35.3 uRad
Delta Angle (Rad) = {[Pre-V (um) – Post-V (um)] x 10E-6} ÷ Optical Path(m)
As a plan “B” to the theodolite tests, we used are 
Optical GSE as well.  
These measurements appeared more repeatable.
By tracking relative motions, we can back out any GSE 
hardware errors.
Laser Cube
Plate Cube
FF Laser Spot
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Laser TVAC Testing Profile
NOTE:
Phase IV was in fact 
completed for this test, but 
was slightly modified in 
terms of timeframes per 
Robert Chalmers request.  
Please note that Robert 
Chalmers was here during 
the full test evaluation of 
Region 4.
Survival = -10oC to +50oC
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• Test Instrumentation
- A thermistor placed on Laser 2’s chiller plate (LTC4) was used 
as the temperature indication during testing as outlined in 
GEDI-LAS-PROC-0182.
- 4 hour dwell times were maintained for temperature extremes
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Thermal Vacuum Testing
Y Axis
Optical injection into TVAC chamber
TVAC OGSE Laser & Chamber Output 
Window
Laser & Shroud in Chamber
Another 5 temperature sensors added to laser hardware exterior and tracked.
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Laser Performance Summary
† Loss in Snout & Changes in Lab conditions
*Snout has been installed
Laser1 Laser 2 Laser 3
Parameter Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post
Energy (mJ) 11.26 10.94 11.24 10.90 11.30 11.20
X/Y Divergence (mrad) .58/.50 .56/.50 .68/.67 .62/.63 .58/.57 .58/.55
QS Pulse (ns) 15.24 15.39 12.99 12.55 12.90 13.33
Pre-Environmental Post-Environmental
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GEDI Optical Bench Assembly
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GEDI Lasers Installed GEDI Optical Bench
#1
#2
#3
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GEDI Lasers Installed
GEDI Instrument, 
Telescope side
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GEDI Optical Bench (Fully Assembled*)
* Except flight harnessing
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GEDI Integration with JEM Enclosure
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Conclusion
• All three GEDI laser systems successfully completed the flight test 
plan with acceptable performance across all requirements. 
• All GEDI lasers are working nominally with NO surprises on orbit 
in their delivered operating characteristics.
• All lasers operating slightly above predicted duty cycle; at 
approximately 70% of time vs 60% estimated.
• Knowing that the qualification of a space flight laser can be 
challenging, and incorporating lessons learned on prior flight laser 
development, the GEDI instrument team was careful to design 
margin into the system so that there would be flexibility to adapt to 
any non-conformances found during the testing of the lasers.  
• As a result, the GEDI project is well into its 2 year mission to 
gather 3D global biomass data sets.  
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Special Thanks the GEDI Laser Team!
Amazing team of highly skilled people:  contamination, mechanical, electrical, optics, 
lasers, fabrication, polymerics, software, analysis, systems, and quality assurance.
